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Create Blog after Keyword Researched
Posted by Richard Cheah - 2010/03/14 12:27

_____________________________________

Hi Carty
There are many ways to do keyword research to find the
niche that is lacking.
What is the best way to find the niche that will lead to
the creation of the blog with the use of your software?
Reason I asked is because other ways of researched may
not necessary lead to a profitable blog after creation.
I think all these factors are closely related to each other.
The saying:
"You start right, you will end right!"
Look forward to a favorable reply.
Thank you.

Yours sincerely
Richard Cheah
============================================================================

Re: Create Blog after Keyword Researched
Posted by Carty - 2010/03/14 19:54

_____________________________________

Dear Richard,
You're exactly correct. "You start right, you will end right!". Please have a look at the 7-Day Action
Plan to Make Over 150 USD/day.
In that guide, I mention that any niche is a good niche as long as it has some competition. I can now
make a refined statement by changing "competitors" to "advertisers". Because they're the one who is
going to pay you.
I always recommend you start with something that you're already interested in rather than search for
something that has high-pay out but greek and latin to you. When you're going to start with some topic
that you already know, you will get more time to learn the system rather than spending to learn the topic
first.
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So after you decide on what niche you're going to take based on your interest, just do a google search
for that keyword. If you find some adsense ads and a lot of websites in the search results page, it is a
good niche to begin with!
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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